This paper deals with the fire spread within and between wooden buildings in Japan. The relation of the burnt area and the time draws approximately an S-curve. As former theories fail to estimate the real fire spread condition correctly, we have examined a polynomial curve and a logistic one as the most appropriate substitutes. According to the method of MAlCE proposed by Dr. Akaike (1973) , the optimal degree of the polynomial is shown to be three. But the polynomial does not fit the real fire spread phenomenon because it does not always follow a monotone function. Thus we have suggested that the logistic curve is good enough to explain the fire spread phenomenon.
INTRODUCTION
In most Japanese cities and towns, the percentage of wooden buildings and the building-to-land ratio are relatively high. Therefore once a fire breaks out, there is a danger of being burnt down together with neibouring area. Many conflagrations have thus happened in Japan till about 1960 1s. Consequently, many fire spread formulas have been developed as mentioned in the next section. They were useful for planning measures of the fire prevention, the fire fighting and so forth. However, they were based on the data of conflagrations till about 1945 and the fire spread velocity by their formulas seems to have become out-dated, for present conditions of cities, buildings and fire fighting measures have profoundly changed since 1945. Today in Japan, small fires often break out and they catch several buildings at most. However, this facts does not mean that there is no more danger of confraglations. For example, it is said that there can still be in Japan a danger of conflagrations when the fire fighting ability is lost in such as a case of great earthquakes.
Recently, the authors have developed a model of fire spread by analyzing the fire data of real experiment in 1980 by Fire Research Institute, Ministry of Home affaires, Government of Japan (1982, 1983) . These data show that the relationship between the burnt area and the time discribes approximately an S-curve. This means that former formulas fail to estimate the state of the real fire spread correctly. As a result, we have examined the polynomial and logistic curves in our studies, by assuming them better substitutes. According to the method of MAIGE proposed by Dr. Akaike (1973) , the optimal degree of polynomial is shown to be three. But the polynomial does not fit the real fire spread phenomenon because it is not always a monotonial. On the other hand, it appears that a logistic curve function is good enough to explain the fire spread phenomenon.
But our model exhibits a symmetry about the point of inflection. As it is difficult to assume that a fire spread phenomenon would be symmetrical, we have examined mathematically a more general type of logistic curve of the fire spread model. This paper discusses the best type of function to discribe the growth of fire in wooden bUildings and the best way to determine the required constants using the data from a typical fire. This is a mathematical model because most of the real fires show in Japan a similar tendency to the data.
REVIEVIS OF FIRE SPREAD FORMULAS AND MODELS OF WOODEN BUILDINGS IN JAPAN

A Brief Review of Literature
Empirical formulas of fire spreading speed have been proposed by Suzuki and Kinbara (1940) , the Study team of Fire Prevention of Tokyo (1942), Tosabayashi (1947) , Hamada (1951), Hishida (1954) , and Horiuchi(1961) . Further, Fujita (1975) and Sakai (1983) developed simulation models of the fire-spreading based on Hamadals formula. These formulas and simulation models have been developed on the basis of fire data before 1945. Therefore, it is doubtful to apply those formulas to modern urban area where the structure of houses and buildings have greatly changed since 1945. In fact, it is pointed out by Sasaki (1976) and Yamashita (1977) that Hamadals and Horiuchils formulas tend to overestimate the fire-spreading speed. Moreover these formulas do not follow an S-curve.
Progress of authors l studies
We have developed recently a model of fire spread by analyzing the fire data of real experiments by Fire Research Institute, Government of Japan. It is obvious at a glance of the data that the relationship between the burnt area and the time constitutes approximately an S-curve as shown in Fig. 1 . The dots in Fig.1 are the observed values. The smaller curves are indicated the state of fire spread for each building. The large curve is the state of fire spread of four buildings as a whole. Each building is similar to each other, and the conditions of experiment are in brief as follows: Former theories as reviewed in foregoing section fail to explaine the real fire spread condition correctly. As the most appropriate expression, we have examined a polynominal curve and a logistic one. By the method of MAICE (Minimum Akaike Information Criterion Estimation) proposed by Dr. Akaike, the optimal degree of polynomial can be determined. Fig.2 shows the relationship between the value of AIC ( Akaike Information Criterion) and degree of polynomial.
The value of AIC is given by
where n is the number of data and m is the degree of polynomial. S is sum of squares residual and log is natural logarithm.
As the optimal degree is the case when the value of AIC is minimum, the optimal degree is shown to be three from Fig.2 . But the polynomial does not fit the real fire spread phenomenon because it is not always a monotonial. On the other hand, the function of logistic curve is good enough to explain the fire spread phenomenon.
The function of logistic curve given by is the maximum area of wooden buildings that is vulnerable to fire spread. The values of a and c are parameters to be determined statistically by the data.
By using above data, parameters of a and c is estimated to be 0.130 and 19.3 respectively by the nonlinear least squares method. This curve is drawn with dotted line in Fig.1 . It is not convenient that A does not equal zero if x=O and also A does not equal G if x=x~. xi is the burning-out time of building area G (m 2 ) .
Thus we modifled the equation (2) as follows:
where d1is a modified coefficient given by
In this case, d1is about 46.2 and this curve is drawn with the solid lines in Fig.1 .
ANALYSIS OF THE NEW MODEL: THEORETICAL REMARKS
Our fire spread model formulated by equation (2) has a symmetry about the point of inflection. As the fire spread phenomenon does not always exhibit a symmetry, we have investigated a more generalized model of fire spread. Equation (2) has a property of symmetry diagrammatically because a part of exponent is a linear function of x. If we choose another function, described f(x) as arbitrary function of x, the generalized equation is given by
What kind of function is suitable to f(x), depends upon the data.
If y = log( G/A -1 ), then this is no more than a problem of curve fitting to be determined statistically by the data set of x and y. In the case of equation (2), f(x) is considered a monomial.
It is possible to consider that f(x) is a polynomial. If f(x) is asummed as polynomial of m degree, then
The optimal degree of polynomial can be estimated by the method of MAICE which is already mentioned in the previous section. There is no difficulty in being regarded the error of A as normal distribution statistically because A is the value of observation. But error of y=log(G/A-1) is not considered normal distribution because the error of A is considered of normal distribution. It is impertinent to determine the parameters of polynomial by the method of least squares to equation (6) , because the basic assumption of the method of least squares is that the variables of data are considered normal distribution. Equation (6) is used for the purpose of determining the type of function f(x) only. In order to estimate the parameters of f(x) strictly, we should apply to the method of nonlinear least squares for equation (5) . This methodology is indicated by Fig.3 .
Here we would like to submit our opinion about the conditions of model formulation, summarized as follows:
(1) The property of the curve must be constituted with observed data.
For example, it is necessary to satisfy with initial and boundary conditions as strictly as possible. (2) The tendency of the curve is not contradictory to the phenomenon.
For example, if the phenomenon has a property of monotone increment, the curve should not vibrate. (3) The difference between the observed values and predicated ones must be as small as possible.
In order to make the equation (6) satisfy the above condition (1), we modified the equation (6) as follows:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
• G
In Fig.4 , the relationship between y=(G!A-1) and x in Eq. (6) is plotted. The points are totalled nine that are obtained from the whole fire of four buildings. If the function of this relationship is asummed polynomial, the optimal degree can be determined by the method of MAICE as described in the previous section. The optimal case is defined that the value of AIC given by Eq. (1) is minimum. The value of AIC were calculated for several cases and then the relationship between AIC and the degree of polynomial is shown in Fig.5 . From this, the optimal function is known as trinomial. This is written by '.
'.
--\ , , . . (6) where the unit of time for x is hour in view of circumstancies of the calculation. In order to estimate the parameters of f(x) strictly, we would submit that the method of nonlinear least squares should be applied for Eq.(5). But conventional methods such as the log-transformed type of Eq.(6) applying the method of ordinary least squares, though simple and convenient, is impertinent. In recent years, the computer and its argorithms have made rapid progress and the computer programs of the method of nonlinear least squares have been developed such as NOLLS1 by Mr. Tanabe (1981) . The difference of the estimate parameters between both methods are indicated by Table 1 . From this, the ratios of each parameter range from 0.96 to 1.87 and the nonlinear method of sum of squares residual is smaller than the log-transformed one. This means that the nonlinear method conforms to the data better. Table 2 showns the sum of squares residual of the symmetric models ( Eq.(2) and Eq(3) ) and the asymmetrical models ( Eq. (5) and Eq. (8) ). Eq. (2) and Eq.(5) are the prototype of these models. Eq. (3) and Eq. (8) are the modified equations in order to satisfy the condition (1) of model formulation. The sum of squares residual of each fire and whole one are indicated in table 2.
From this, it is known that the sum of squares residual of the symmetric model is larger than the one of asymmetric model. This means that the symmetric model dose not conform to the data in comparison with the asymmetrical one.
Comparing the prototype and the modified one, neither of the two is better at all studies. But modified one is superior to the prototype in view of satisfication of the condition (1) 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The authors have reviewed former mathematical and statistical fire spread formulas and models of wooden buildings in Japan. As a result, it is found out that former theories fail to explain real fire spread condition in present urban areas. The authors have therefore deveroped a new fire spread model. This paper consolidates the reports hitherto published by authors (1982, 1983) as well as newly obtained findings. A summary of our conclusion about the results is as follows:
(1) A polynomial model for the fire spread phenomenon would be best explained in a trinomial form. But this does not fit the real fire spread because it does not always constitute a monotone function. (2) The logistic curve of Eq. (2) is good enough to explain the fire spread phenomenon consistently. As the modified model of Eq.(3) satisfies the condition (1) of model formulation, this is better than the prototype of Eq. (2) • (3) But the above model exhibits a symmetry about the point of inflection. As it is difficult to assume that the fire spread phenomenon is symmetrical, we have examined a more general model. Synthesizing the results of each section of this paper, it becomes clear that Eq. (8) is a more general model for the fire spread of wooden buildings in Japan • (4) Concerning the determination of parameters of nonlinear function, we should apply the method of nonlinear least squares and should not apply such method like the log-transformed method. In this study, the ratios of the difference of parameters between the nonlinear method and the log-transformed one range from 0.96 to 1.87.
Because this study is the basic one on the fire spread model, we should make these fruitful conclusions apply the practical problems. For example, Dr. Kuroda and authers have recently applied these findings for the planning of aseismic fire cisterns in Japan (1985) . Needless to say, the present study is as yet a very fundamental one, so that a number of questions remain to be further investigated for improving fire prevention planning.
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